WILLIAM EDGAR SORAH is serving his fourth term as senator from Idaho. His advocacy of strict adherence to the eighteenth amendment and Volstead act ranks him high up among the reformers.

SMITH W. BROOKHART, senator from Iowa under the Republican banner, is one of those who take delight in sticking pins in the seats of the mighty. He lives up to his middle name, which happens to be Wildman.

THE GREAT COMMONER, the late William Jennings Bryan, might be termed the trail blazer for most of the present-day reformers. In his later years he became a leader of the fundamentalists—the religious conservatives.

A DRY CHIEF, the Rev. E. B. Shumaker, Indiana superintendent of the Anti-Saloon league. He is said to have been in the movement to unite the league, the Klan, and others into a so-called re-form organization.

AND THE GENTLEMAN FROM INDIANA, Senator James E. Watson, seems to classify, with the others of this group, as a reformer. He's very dry, at least; and once he was state president of a church league.

REMEMBERING THE MAINE—On the thirtieth anniversary of the tragedy that precipitated the Spanish-American war crowds gather for memorial services at the mast of the ill-fated battleship in Arlington cemetery, across the Potomac from Washington.

HERE'S THE TYPICAL REFORMER, a composite photograph of the five pictures shown at the top of the page. It might make an interesting comparison with the composite photo of United States army generals which was published in this section last Sunday.

AND CUBA JOINS IN REMEMBERING—A Cuban army ceremony drops a floral tribute on the Maine monument in Havana, likewise on the thirtieth anniversary of the sinking of the battleship, attesting the island republic's gratitude for the independence won on the battleship.

The great door clanged shut!

. . . and the two adventures were locked in a room of the ancient castle, left to probable starvation. Harvard and Chudiel had summoned their friends. Maxow, the wife of this American fencer in search of a beautiful young girl who was held for ransom. High adventure they had thought it—and now it had come to stark tragedy. And all the time the lovely Adele was imprisoned elsewhere in the gloomy castle.

A thrilling tale of the daring adventure of these modern Lancelots who set out on a medieval adventure.

Babylon

WHERE TINY TOTS COME TO LAUGH AND PLAY—Where happy natural expressions become permanent records with Photographs.

Perishable Goods

By Densford Yates

Starts in the Magazine Section of Today's Tribune

And Continues Every Friday!

 денег WIDER, FOR VARIETY

BRIMS A BIT WIDER, FOR VARIETY

The Moneyrepays Copper

& Copper's chiffon felt is setting the pace for tailored trimming. The soft fliting stolen looks are two toned. There's every shade in every hand size for $19.90. Others are priced from $15 to $25

You Can't Help Loving 'Em!

Irresistible KIDS! Imitating heroes, tracing the poor little rich boy, worrying their families to death! Everyone in the neighborhood hates to see them coming—but they can't help loving 'em. Make their acquaintance today—

KIDS—by Bert Green

A FULL PAGE COMIC IN COLORS

In Today's Tribune!

The inviting warmth and stately beauty of the Shoreland lobby is indicative of the luxury of appointments and lavish spaciousness that prevails in Hotel Shoreland apartments. Here is splendor tempered with good taste, luxury in true refinement. A hotel-home that reflects the standards of those who know and appreciate better living. At Hotel Shoreland you will find a new mode in living accommodations—a service that is American in efficiency and Continental in finesse.

Hotel Shoreland

At the Lake . . . just north of 55th St.

M. Schwartz, Manager. Phone Plaza 1000